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【Course Description】

This course is an introduction to statistical analysis. Student will mainly learn how to collect, organize, analyze, and interpret

the data. If you want to correctly analyze the data for your graduation thesis, I strongly recommend you to take this course.

This course will emphasize the importance of understanding the logic of statistical inference, rather than memorizing formulae

or calculating statistics.

【Class Goals】

1) To learn the important concepts and the logic of quantitative methods

2) To argue statistical fallacies and accurately use the statistical methods

3) To use basic statistical functions of Microsoft Excel to solve statistics problems

4) To use quantitative methods for the graduation thesis

【Course Schedule】

Ⅰ．Basic concepts of statistical description

【Week１】Introduction to the course

【Week２】Types of Statistical Studies

【Week３】How to Intepret Economic Indicators

【Week４】Numerical Descriptions of Data

【Week５】Correlation and Graphical Display

Ⅱ．Correlation and Causality

【Week６】Straight-Line Regression, Causality

【Week７】Cautions about Interpretation of a Causal Relationship

【Week８】Normal Distribution

【Week９】Basic Probability in Statistics

【Week10】Sampling Distributions

Ⅲ．Hypothesis setting and testing

【Week11】Hypothesis

【Week12】Statistical Significance

【Week13】Hypothesis Testing

【Week14】Intepretation of Statistical Results

【Week15】Final Review and Feedback

【Preparation for Class】

Students need to complete the assigned readings and prepare questions/topics for the in-class discussion sections.

Estimated time required: 2 hours/week.

【Review of Class】

There will be a weekly quiz and final examination. Estimated time required to prepare a quiz: 2 hours/week. Problem sets and

questions will be provided in advance. Please review lecture slides, assignments and the given problem-sets to prepare for

quizzes and final examination.

【Remarks for Class】

This course is in lower devision of Economics Program. No knowledge of mathematics and economics is required. Do not feel

afraid of learning quantitative methods. You will find how exciting it could be to use the basic statistical analysis, if you do your

best to prepare and review the classes.

【Texts】

Daily class schedule and class activities can be adjusted depending on students' performance.

Lecture notes and reading materials will be distributed in class.

【Reference Books】

"Statistical Reasoning for Everyday Life (4th Edition)"(Pearson; January 7, 2013; ISBN-10: 0321817621)

【Evaluation Criteria】

Participation in class discussions (10%)

Assignments (10%)

Quizzes (40%)

Final Examination (40%)

【Notes】
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